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Editor's Note: We are fortunate this year to have two excellent short courses covering various 
aspects of consulting. The two complement one another nicely, and will form a combined course of 
some breadth. 
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in Statistical Consulting and Collaboration" 
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1 Department of Statistics, Penn State University, University Park, PA 16802 

2 Statistical Consultant, Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

About the Authors 


Janice Derr is Managing Direct.or of the Statistical Consulting Center at Penn State University. 

Dr. Derr has been active jn developing a training program for statistical consultants, with a focus 

on improved communication between client and consultant as a means to improve effectiveness. 

She has taught the Statistical Consulting Practicum offered at Penn State since 1985, and has 

developed the videotape series "Communication Skills in Statistical Consulting". 


Sandra Stinnett consults independently in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Dr. Stinnett was coordi

nator of the Biometric Consulting Laboratory in the Department of Biostatistics at the University 

of North Carolina from 1983 to 1986. She received a grant for developing and teaching the course, 

Principles of Statistical Consulting for the department from 1988 to 1990, and has produced several 

presentations and articles on the training of statistical consultants. 


In August 1994 at the ASA meetings in Toronto, we will be presenting a one-day short course 
"Skills to Increase Effectiveness in Statistical Consulting and Collaboration". This is the second 
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presentation of the course that we delivered for the first time at the 1993 ASA meetings in San 
Francisco. This course is sponsored by the ASA Section on Statistical Consulting. At the San 
Francisco meetings, f<?rty-one statisticians from a wide variety of backgrounds and jobs attended this 
workshop. We were impressed both at the diversity of background and type of employment of the 
participants, and at the many common concerns they had about the challenge of making statistics 
relevant to areas as diverse as resource management, medical research, insurance, and educational 
psychology. We enjoyed developing the course and spending the day with this interesting group of 
practicing statisticians. In this article, we would like to describe some of our experiences with this 
course last year. We hope that those of you who did not attend the course will consider registering 
for it at the Toronto meetings. [For specific information on short courses, refer to the May 1994 
issue of AmStat or contact the ASA Office of Continuing Education, (703) 684-1221.] 

Before the 1993 course began, we sent out a questionnaire to those who had registered for 
the course. Our intent was to gather data on the participants, find out what they wanted out of 
the course, and obtain descriptions of consulting issues that they found particularly challenging in 
their statistical practice. This helped us to add focus to the general structure of the course. The 
pre-course survey also reflected our philosophy of statistical consulting: a good consultant finds out 
what the client wishes to accomplish, and is able to modify a g~neral agenda to suit. the specific 
consulting session. 

The. 1993 participants came frOl'n a wide variety of work environments: jobs in government, 
industry, academic and other fields were all represented (Figure 1). They reported a wide range 
of experience, ranging from one year to 25 years of experience in the statistics profes::;ion, with a 
median of eight years (Figure 2). The amount oftime which the participants spent actually working 
with people from other professions ranged from 5% to 100%, with a median of 40% (Figure 3). 

Figure 1 Figure 2 

Years of Experience Consulting 

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 21-25 26-30 

Years of Consulting Experience 
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This group appeared to have approached the profession of "prac~icing statistician" froni many 
paths. About half of the participants held a Master's degree, and\ about half held a Ph.D. as 
their highest degree (Figure 4). The fields of these degrees ranged widely: At the bachelor's level 
there were degrees in mathematics, computer science, chemistry, forest managelilent, psychology, 
economics, philosophy and English. At the master's level there were degrees in statistics, opera
tions research, mathematies, biostatistics, toxicology, curriculum design, chemical engineering and 
economics. At the Ph.D. level there were degrees in statistics, biostatistics, psychology, sociology, 
biochemistry, and chemical engineering. 

As part of the pre-course survey, we asked the participants to identify skills that were most useful 
to them in successful or satisfying consulting/collaborative relationships. We also asked them to 
identifycolllmon source of frustration and failure in the consulting/ collaborative relationship. We 
used the responses to illustrate our presentations. 

We organized the day-long short course so that each presentation was followed by a practice 
session in small groups. A discussion followed the practice session. "Minute" reports were collected 
from the participants after each of the two topics in the morning. These reports enabled the 
participants to note any areas of confusion, and also to make general comments. During the lunch 
hour, we sorted through the minute reports and led a group discussion after lunch based on the 
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comments. By addressing the concerns of the participants in this way we hoped to model the way 
we were asking the participants to respond to their clients. 


There were three main topics to the day: Communication skills, organizing and managing a con

sulting session, and negotiation skills. 


Why look at communication skills? Sample responses from the pre- course survey showing the need 
for communication skills included: 

"Helping the client to understand the problem and to formulate appropriate questions" 

"The ability to ask probing questions so that the real issues surface" 

"The ability to listen" 

"Willingness and ability to communicate statistical principles in a user-friendly manner" 

Sources of frustration in communication were: 

"Language batTiers" 

"Lack of precise and clear statement of the problem" 

The presentation on cOlmnunication skills made use of videotaped role plays that demonstrated 
"good" and "poor" skills. Following the presentation, the participants were paired off to construct 
a brief consulting dialog that utilized the skills just demonstrated. The paired exercises were then 
discussed with the entire group. 

The need to organize and manage time was also reflected in the pre- course survey: 

"Project organization and group facilitation" 

"Attention to detail" 

"Organizational skills" 

"A bility to work on multiple tasks at the same time" 

Following the presentation on session management, participants used designed role plays to practice 
session management skills in groups. Checklists were used to enhance awareness of organizational 
aspects. 

The final topic of the day was negotiation. In developing the course, we had identified general topics 
which statisticians have to negotiatiate, such as "role on project", "compensation", "recognition" , 
"time and tasks" , and "methodology". What emerged from the pre-course survey as a further topic 
was the need to promote. the value of statistics to other professions. Sample comments include: 

-". 
"How to convitice client and especially management that a statisticai'?onsulting .unit is needed 

in a Research and Development organization" 

"How to convince client that they must be involved with a statistician in data analysis and 
interpretation" 

"How to promote a greater use of statistics, particularly with upper management" 

"The need for 'selling'the importance of statistical consulting to others: the university com
munity, grant agencies, contractors, or to some other statisticians" 

Sources of frustration in this area were given as: 
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"Little understanding by the researcher. of what statisticians do" 


((Lack of appreciation by management of the value of statistics" 


"Little respect for statistics by some colleagues" 


Several frameworks for short-, medium- and long-term negotiation were presented. Their usage in 

the consulting area was illustrated with situations drawn from the surveys. 


For the small group practice of negotiation skills, participants chose a group according to the topic 

that most interested them. After a lively period of group discussion, each group presented its 

description of the problem, identified potential barriers to success and proposed solutions. We were 

impressed at the energy and creative solutions that developed from each group. We hope that the 

participants went away with as many ideas as we did to tackle the many challenges in the life of a 

practicing statistician. 


We invite you to attend the short course, which is offered on Monday August 15 at the 1994 

meetings. A brief outline of the day's activities include: 


Morning session: 


• Continuous Quality Improvement in Statistical Consulting 

• Communication Skills in Statistical Consulting 

• Session Organization and Management 

Afternoon session: 

• Presenting Technical Material 

• Negotiating for Favorable Outcomes 

2 A ONE-DAY COURSE at the 1994 JSM in TORONTO 

Course Title and Instructor 

Tackling Real-Life Statistical Problems 

What they didn't teach you at College! 


Chris Chatfield 


Length and Format: I-day course 

II. Abstract: The course will cover the general principles of problem-solving as well as presenting a 
range of examples including real-life messy data. Statistical problem-solving is a complex process 
requiring a 'knack' which goes beyond theory. It is intended for younger statisticians who have 
attended several courses in basic statistical theory and methods but who have little or no experience 
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of the sort of real-life problems which arise in consulting. More experienced statisticians may also 
find the course helpful, especially if interested in developing better strategical awareness and/or if 
planning to give an. applied statistics or consulting course. The course is sponsored by the ASA 
Section on Statistical Consulting. 

III. Objectives: The course helps to develop the following skills: 

i Getting a "feel" for data; 

ii 	Finding the right questions to ask; 

iii Making the most of simple ideas and techniques, particularly the use of initial (or exploratory) 
data analysis to assess and summarize the data, and help in choosing an appropriate definitive 
analysis; 

iv 	Interpreting and communicating results; 

v 	 Avoiding trouble 

IV. Outline: 

1. 	Introduction: The general principles involved in tackling statistical problems. Problem for
mulation. A voiding trouble. Data collection. \ 

2. 	 Analysing the data: General strategy. The initial examination of data. Dati quality. Treat
ment of outliers and missing observations. Summarizing data, including the clear presentation 
of graphs and tables. Model-building. Choice of definitive analysis. , 	 . 

3. Using resources: The library; The coinputer. 

4. 	 Communication: Consulting and report-writing. 

5, 	Further examples and case studies. 

The majority of the material will be presented in lecture form (using overhead transparencies) 
illustrated by appropriate examples, but there will also be opportunities for participants to tryout 
some of the ideas on specimen examples. 

Statistical books and. journals concentrate on the details of techniques. This course is more 
concerned with str·ategy. The ready availability of computer packages means that it is easy to carTY 
out most techniques. The difficulty lies in knowing which technique to apply and how to apply it. 

V. Taryet Population: The course is intended for statisticians who have taken some courses in basic 
statistical methods but still feel unsure about tackling real-life problems effectively and who wish 
to learn consulting and collUllunkation skills. While intended primarily for the less experienced 
statistician, feedback from earlier courses given by the author suggests that more experienced 
participants may also benefit from the course, particularly in regard to choice of strategy and in 
imparting confidence in knowing when and how to use simple methods. 
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VI. About the Instructor: 

Chris Chatfield is Reader in Statistics at the University of Bath, U.K. He was Visiting Professor 
at U .B.C., Vancouver· from January-June, 1993. He is a Fellow of the Royal Statistical Society, a 
Member of A.S.A., an elected Member of the I.S.I. and a Member of the International Institute 
of Forecasters. He has written four books including "Problem-Solving: A Statistician's Guide. 
Chapman & Hall. 1988" and numerous research papers. Relevant papers include "The initial 
examination of data (with discussion), J.R.S.S. Series A, 1985" and "Avoiding statistical pitfalls 
(with discussion), Statistical Science, 1991". His wide experience in consulting and in collaborative 
research has given him a special interest in the methodology of tackling statistical problems as 
well as in the more specialist area of time-series analysis and forecasting (see for example "The 
Analysis of Time Series, 4th edition. Chapman & Hall. 1989"). He has given courses on problem
solving to the U.K. Operational Research Society (on several occasions), at two U.K. government 
departments, at Statistics Canada, Ottawa, at Bath University and at Napier College in Edinburgh. 

For further information contact: 

Dr Chris· Chatfield 
School of Mathematical Sciences, 

University of Bath, 

Bath, Avon, 

U.K. BA2 7AY 

Telephone: U.K.-225-826219 (office); U.K.-225-421854 (home). 

Fa:1f.: U.K.-225-826492. 

e.-mail: cc@maths.bath.ac.uk 


VII. Date and Tin~e. The course will run on Sunday August 141994 from 8.30am to ,5.00pm at the 
ASA Meeting in Toronto. Registration details are given in the May 1994 issue of Amstat News. 

VIII. The course text is: 

Chatfield, C. (1988) Problem-Solving: A Statistician's Guide. Chapman & Hall. 


Participants will also be provided with appropriate handouts. 

3 Statistical Consulting in an Orthopedic Teaching Hospital 
(Summary of a talk given in 1993 at the Seventh New 

England Statistics Symposium.) 

Margaret G.E. Peterson Ph.D 

Hospital for Special Surgery 


Cornell University Medical Center 


The Hospital for Special Surgery is the oldest orthopaedic hospital in the country and is part of 
the Cornell University Medical Center in New York. For four years now, I have been the in-house 
consultant for statistics. Most consultations are" by appointment" or "sudden appearance". 
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This paper represents the statistics on my in-house consultations for 1992. I am funded or 
collaborate on seven major projects including the NIH funded Multipurpose Arthritis grant. This 
article will focus not on the major projects but on the many projects and topics that arose through 
the year and required "consultation". A consultation may involve, experimental design, data base 
design, randomization and/or stratification, data collection tools and methods, data analysis, eval
uation of methods or experiments, hypothesis generation, proposal critique, review o:Vgrants or 
papers, and paper or poster preparation. Some consultations may involve different topics for dif
ferent studies at one meeting. 

In 1992, the topics were distributed roughly as follows 

topic # consultations the main theme 
Data distributions 9 

Questions on reliability 109 
Critique/read papers etc. 10 

Experimental design 21 
Calculate sample size/power 17 

Data base 8 
Help with grant writing 11 

\ 
Despite the abundance of so-called "user friendly" software, most projects come down to data 

analysis for four basic reasons, which are _ f : 

1. the software used do not do the statistics required 

2. the software does not handle the missing data correctly 

3. the user does not know what to do, (a.JUinor category) 

4. several variables are eonfounders 

Though one could perhaps state that reason (4) is the main reason, the consultant ends up doing 
the analysis, there are arguments against this. The software available to all residents and fellows 
is usually either word processing or spreadsheet/data base. Software such as Excel or Lotus 123 
allows the researchers to enter data easily and quickly and maintain accurate data bases but in many 
cases handles missing data poorly by replacing missing with zero when producing statistics. The 
user usually recognizes this fact, but does not have access to a better program or the knowledge 
necessary to transfer the data to other software. Many residents do statistics using handheld 
calculators. Several even calculate. life tables on hand held calculators. The leading orthopaedic 
journal, The Journal of Bone and Joint surgery, now requires 95eonfidence intervals on life tables. 
This has proved beyond the capabilities of the hand held calculator group leading to four requests 
in 1992 for survival analysis specifically. We looked intoacquiring software for the fellows and 
residents, but the main users were using Macintoshes and in 1993 no firm had survival analysis in 
software that was specifically designed for Macintosh users. We did buy SOLO for two groups who 
had access to DOS machines. 

In the search for perfection it is important to the hospital to reduce such numbers as infection 
rates, pulmonary embolism rates, deep vein thrombosis rates, to the lowest possible. The pressure 
is to reduce 10the question aris·es, is this statistically significant? Often it would require several 
lifetimes to prove that the observed lowered rate is statistically significant at even the 0.1 level. 
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The rates for infection are already very low and trying to reduce 3 or 4 a year to 0 is admirable. 
but not amenable to rigorous statistical testing. It is not ethical to have a control group and so the 
questioner has to be c~ntent with a confidence interval. However, I think that they all feel cheated.. 

The hospital's infection rate is very low. The rate is much below the. average for the country. 
Any slight rise is viewed neurotically as a disaster. It requires all my powers of persuasion to 
,convince the administration that slight rises may occur and should be replaced over time with 
lower rates. Further that lower rates may be due to the same mechanisms as slight rises and not 
necessarily to us all doing something better. 

One of the biggest problems in biomedical research is the small data set. Especially where you 
have a student or resident who has only a relatively short time to collect data and there is a lot of 
work involved with each case or the cases are fairly rare events. It is very hard to say to someone 
that the difference between 9/31 and 5/28 is not statistically significant at the 0.05 level. The next 
questiol1 is usually, "Can we say there is a trend?" 

Much of the data is scales, pain scales, function scales, activities of daily life. Many of the 
common and "easy~to-use" software packages do not have any or many options for nonparametric 
analyses. Also ordinal data produces special challenges if information from the data set is not to 
be lost. Some residents in desperation, do "chi-square analysis" on every two by two table possible 
because it is the only option open to them. Then they consult with the statistician because they are 
aware that some confounder, age or weight or severity for example, is impacting on their findings 
but do not know how to adjust for the confounder. 

In summary, usually the statistician has to do some of the data analysis. The residents or staff 
who are fully competent rarely appear at the statistician's door. The incompetent know-it- all 
rarely appears unless they are desperate after some brutally honest review or critique. However, 
there are more than enough honest men and women who will seek one out, that life rarely becomes 
boring. 

4 Activities at the 1994 Joint Statistical Meetings 

The following activities are sponsored by the statistical consulting education section 

Invited Paper Session: ROBUST REGRESSION IN PRACTICE 
Session 33: Monday, August 15, 1994, 10:30am 12:20pm 

OrganizerI Chair: Laurence Hamilton, U of New Hampshire, 

(10:35) Highly Robust Regression Methods which are also Efficient. 
C. CROUX AND P. J. ROUSSEEUW, U of Antwerp 

(11:00) Software for Computing a Robust Efficient Linear or Nonlinear Regression Estimator. 
A. STROMBERG, U of Kentucky 

(11 :25) Quantile Regression as an Alternative to Robust Regression. 
W. H. ROGERS AND W. W. GOULD, Stata Corp 

(11:25) Diagnostic Procedures and Model Criticism for Robust Fits of Linear Models. 
J. W. McKEAN, Western Miehigan U; S. J. SHEATHER, U of New South Wales; T. P. 
HETTMANSPERGER, Pennsylvania State U 
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Special Contributed Papers: INCONSISTENCIES IN CURRENT PRACTICE: 
HANDLING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN FIXED AND RANDOM EFFECTS 
Session 86: Tuesday, ,August 16, 1994, 8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 

Organizer/Chair: Francis Giesbrecht, North Carolina State U 

(8:35) Response Surface Models with Mixed Effects. 
A. 1. KHURI, U 6f Florida 

(9:00) Mixed Models for Survey' Data. 
B. V. SHAH and L. M. LAVANGE,Research Triangle Institute 

(9:25) What Effects Should be Included in the Model? 
D. C. BLOUIN, Louisiana State U 

(10:00) Fixed and Random Effects and Best Prediction. 
C. McCULLOCH, Cornell U 

(10:25) To Pool or Not to Pool? 
K. E. PEACE, Biophann Research Consultants 

Contributed Papers: STATISTICAL CONSULTING 
Session 192: Wednesday, August 17, 1994,8:30 a.m.- 10:00 a.m. 

Organizer/Chair: Shelley B. Bull, U of Toronto 

(8:35) Statistical Consulting as Alchemy. 
D. JARJOURA and, J. SPEIGHT, Northeastern Ohio U 

(9:00) Comparison of Model-Building Met1i~ds for Machine Tool Characterization Data. 
W. F. GUTHRIE, NIST 

(9:25) In-House Consultation in an Orthopaedic Teaching Hospital STAT! 
M. G. E. PETERSON, Hospital for Sepcial Surgery, NY. 

(10:00) Confidence Intervals and Testing for Screening Parameters in the Case of Multiple Obser
vations per Subject. 
N. F. BUDERER and E. PETERSOn, Henry Ford Hlth Sci CtR 

(10:25) A Simulation Ori,ented Approach to Disparate Impact. 
T. K. GARDENIER, Equal Employ. Oppor. Gomm. 

(10:25) CompariSon of Analog and Digital Simulation on some Continuous Time Systems. 

I YEUNG, City Polytechnic ofHong Kongj J LAM, U of Hong Kong 


Special Contributed Papers: TRAINING AND· CONSULTING FOR INDUSTRY. 
WHAT'S MISSING 
Session 215: Wednesday, August 17, 1994, 10:30a,m - 12:20pm 

Organizer/Chair: Stephen T. Dziuban, Logicon R&D Assoc. 
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(10:35) The Proactive Statistician in a Meaner/Leaner Environment. 
G. J. HAHN, General Electric; D MARQUARDT, Donald Marquardt & Assoc 

(11:00) The Statistical'Consultant in an Organizational Setting. 
C. R. CRAIN_,~<=~ Ray Crain Consulting 

(11:25) Linked Training and Consulting in the Semiconductor Industry: 	 the SEMATECH Ap
proach. 
P. 	D._BPAGON and J E REECE, SEMATECH 

(11:25) Computer-Based Techniques for Realism and Relevancy in Consulting. 
S. T. DZIUBAN, Logicon R&D Assoc 

Discussant: P. D. SPAGON , SEMATECH 


Invited Panel: ETHICS IN STATISTICAL CONSULTING 
Session 269: Thursday, August 18, 1994, 8:30am - 1O:20pm 

Organizer: WILLIAM C. BRIDGES, JR., Clemson U 
Chair: RONALD L. WASSERSTEIN, Washburn U 

Panelists: JOHN E. BOYER, Kansas State U 

TOM BISHOP, Bishop & Assoc 

BARBARA MANN, Wright State U 

LARRY W. GRIMES,Clemson U Carolina 

The organizer for this year's sessions is: 

MARCIA GUMPERTZ tel: (919)515-1923 
Assistant Professor 
Statistics Department 
Box 8203 
North Carolina State University 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8203 
email: gumpertz@stat.ncsu.edu. 

5 Call for Contributions 

Anyone wishing to publish an article in this forum on any aspect of Consulting contact Rob 
Leighty. I am particularly interested in contributions concerning 

• 	 Consulting problems suitable for a problem corner- Difficult consulting problems that we 
could write up with a call for comment by our readership. While this is clearly less responsive 
than a consulting news network, it does provide a mechanism for obtaining feedback on vexing 
problems. 
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• Reviews of books, tapes, software or other educational materials appropriate for those who 
perform statistical consulting or statistical consulting education. We would be interested in 
suggestions for ~tems you would like having reviewed. 

• Articles on non-statistical aspects of statistical consulting 

• Case studies suitable for presentation in classroom settings 

My email address is rml@osustat.mps.ohio-state.edu. My US mail address is: 

Department of Statistics 

The Ohio State University 


1958 Neil Avenue 

Columbus, Ohio 43210-1247. 


The Statistical Consultant 
Robert M. Leighty, Editor 
c/o American Statistical Association 
1429 Duke St. 

Alexandria, V A 22314-3402 


Non-Prollt Drg. 
U.S. PDllage 

PAID 
Alexandria, Virginia 


PermH No. 361 
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